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Sport Quiz: What Do You Know about Winter Sports?

  

  1. What are winter sports?

Sports played only in winter.

Sports played only in cold regions with temperatures below 0.

Sports played on ice or snow.

2. Which sport is not a team sport?

curling

bobsleigh

broomball
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3. Which of the following sports involves sledding?

skeboarding

snowkiting

wok racing

4. What kind of sport involves going down an icy chute on a two-slide sled on a reinforced frame?

tobogganing

telemark

skeleton

5. What is short track?

A sport in which it is necessary to cover a certain distance on the ice as quickly as possible in a closed circle on
skates.
A skating sport in which several athletes skate simultaneously on an oval ice track 111.12 m long.

Sledding, in which the cross-country skier moves freestyle on a ski course with one or more dogs.

6. How many people are on a ski jumping team?

8

6

4

7. Which of the following sports is not played on an ice field?

broomball

freeskiing

icestock

8. Which of these is part of the Winter Paralympic Games program?

rinkball

sledge hockey

skebob

9. What is the name of an exclusively female team sport in the hockey family?
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ringette

mogul

speed gliding

10. What is a feature of skiboarding?

only the boot toe is attached to the ski

no ski poles

use of a kite
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Sport Quiz: What Do You Know about Winter Sports?

Right answers

  1. What are winter sports?
  Sports played on ice or snow.
  2. Which sport is not a team sport?
  bobsleigh
  3. Which of the following sports involves sledding?
  wok racing
  4. What kind of sport involves going down an icy chute on a two-slide sled on a reinforced frame?
  skeleton
  5. What is short track?
  A skating sport in which several athletes skate simultaneously on an oval ice track 111.12 m long.
  6. How many people are on a ski jumping team?
  4
  7. Which of the following sports is not played on an ice field?
  freeskiing
  8. Which of these is part of the Winter Paralympic Games program?
  sledge hockey
  9. What is the name of an exclusively female team sport in the hockey family?
  ringette
  10. What is a feature of skiboarding?
  no ski poles
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